SÉPAQ

PARC NATIONAL
DE LA YAMASKA
Protected area. Enriching nature experiences.

Nature at its own pace

OUR TEAM’S FAVORITES

BICYCLES ARE AVAILABLE FOR RENT

A

B

Ride and discover

Ornithologist, to your binoculars

Pedal again and again to see a series of breathtaking
landscapes! You want to make a little more distance? Know
that the park also integrates to a regional network of more
than 250 km of cycle paths.

Listen to the wonderful flute song of the wood thrush in the
maple grove. Go to the secondary dam to observe a multitude of
shorebirds and who sometimes even knows a session hunting a
bird of prey! Visit ebird.org to view the latest observations at the
park or add your own!

FREE! EVERY SATURDAY 10 A.M.

PRICED ACTIVITY AND BY RESERVATION

C

Outdoor yoga class!

Motion Park

Daniel Hautot gives you an appointment to move and breathe
consciously. From beginner to more experienced, the yoga is
perfect in combination with your regular activities. Bring your
yoga mat and comfortable clothes adapted to the weather.

Test your agility and strength! The Motion offers you an outdoor
Ninja Warrior experience with a side by side. The facilities will
include a series of balance exercises (Ninja Steps), a structure
with various hanging obstacles, a wall inclined (warped wall) and
finally, an Airbag jump option!

EQUIPMENT RENTAL AVAILABLE

D

EQUIPMENT RENTAL AVAILABLE

Stand up paddle - SUP

Winter pleasures

Summer rhymes with freedom on a paddle board! Our rental
center offers several models. Go on an adventure for up to 8
people on a “Party SUP”.

Trail walking, fatbike, snowshoeing, sliding, wildlife watching,
cross-country skiing and sometimes skating. Breathtaking
landscapes await you.

DISCOVER OUR TRAILS
Biking

Interpretation site

Family experience

Dogs allowed - sepaq.com/animaux
LENGTH AND
DURATION*

La Rivière – This trail provides a varied panorama. You will be engulfed by a
dense pine forest and its intriguing environment. You will come upon north
Yamaska river as it exits from the forest at the foot of the Choinière dam.
This trail is enhanced by a game of questions and observations about nature for
the whole family.
La Forestière – At a stone’s throw from the beach service area, La Forestière trail
is home to a variety of wildlife and provides a great overview of the tree mosaic
of the park. By walking through it, you will come across young hardwood forests,
dense patches of evergreens and then sense the greatness of the forest canopy
of mature maple stands.
La Digue – Sugar maples of which the huge trunks majestically flank the trail are
a reminder of this species’ dominant rank in the forest mosaic of the park.
From the promontory formed by the stone wall of the 560 metres long Choinière
levee, you will have the perfect spot to spy on the habits of the species that
utilize Réservoir Choinière shoreline and forest edge to feed and to rest.
La Pinède – Compact and dense massifs of fir trees, dominated by white pine,
with undulating hills of fallow fields, passing by mature maple forests, you will be
able to witness the various forest evolutionary stages along very short distances.
Pay special attention to details such as the discreet presence of a few former
orchards which are vestiges of a not-so-distant era.
Le Grand-Tour – By bicycle or on foot, there is no better way to get a good
overview of the park than to criss-cross it along the multifunctional path called
Le Grand-Tour.
This journey will take you along Réservoir Choinère’s shoreline, where you will
disappear into the enticing forest and then emerge to climb the hillsides of
fallow fields. While discovering this path, you will also learn about the history of
the reservoir.

Pour tout découvrir
granbyregion.com
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E: Easy

*The durations and difficulty levels mentionned are indicative and refer to summer season.

LEVEL

I: Intermediate
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ANIMATED &
AUTONOMOUS
ACTIVITIES
Learn to fish

Raccoon stories

Teasing fish, a pleasant way to discover
the world of fishing. For young
apprentice fishermen, this 2-hour
activity introduces them to fish, their
habitat and the basics of the beautiful
sport of fishing, while respecting the
environment, wildlife and regulations.
Fishing equipment is provided as well
as a accompaniment by a naturalist
park ranger.

Prepare a little fire for the visit! An
animator will come to your home and tell
you a story around the fire. Lasting 10 to 15
minutes, it features the antics of raccoons
in the national park. Whether the story is
real or made up, you will be the judge.

Cost: $5 + taxes per family.
Reservation: Book your time slot at
the service center.

Cost: $23 + taxes per family.
Reservation: Book your line at
the service center.

Navigating the past
As early as 1850, the Delorme
family settled in this house. This
family remained on these lands
for four generations. Today, in this
same place, we can see the games
module. You are surprised! Let us
tell you about this unusual chapter
in the human history of the sector.
As a novelty, an autonomous
and free nautical journey lasting
approximately 120 minutes. From
one buoy to another, sail the past.
Locate the nautical buoys located
in front of the rental area and the
beach.

Sounds and animals
of the night
The sun sets and marks the awakening
of several animals. Have you ever been
surprised by an unusual cry or noise coming
from the forest? Arm yourself with a
flashlight and follow the guide to a hike and
learn more about those little creatures who
are watching you without being seen. What
surprise will the night have in store for you?
Cost: Free. Duration: 60 minutes.
Information and reservation:
Book your places at the service
center or by phone 450-776-7182.

Free. Nautical equipment
rental not included.

IN THE WILD, YOUR SAFETY
IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
Outdoor activities can involve certain risks.
Always be sure to have the skills and abilities required for the activity you
choose. It is very important to find out about the risks involved in the
activity, to know and respect your own limits and to use appropriate
equipment. Preparing yourself adequately is the first step in the safe and
enjoyable practice of your favourite activities.
For more information, visit our website at sepaq.com/security

DISCOVERY
TIME

Discovery Booth

iNaturalist

Do you have a thousand and one questions
about the park, its wildlife, its flora and its
history? Stop by the Discovery Kiosk and
talk to a park ranger.

One of the world’s most popular nature
apps, iNaturalist helps you identify the
plants and animals around you. Connect
with a community of scientists and
naturalists who will help you learn more!
Plus, by recording and sharing your
observations, you’ll create quality data for
scientists working to better understand
and protect nature.

You can find the schedule at the service
center and on the park’s salamander
bulletin boards.
IT’S AN INVITATION!

inaturalist.org

DISCOVERY
ACTIVITIES

Equipment rental
1h

4h

DAY

Pedal boat 2 seater

$21.50

$43

---

Consult the program to
enrich your visit. (in French only)

Pedal boat 4 seater

$24.75

$49.50

---

Canoe

$18.25

$36.50

$52.50

You will find
entertaining
activities to
explore the
park from
every angle.

Solo Kayak

$16.75

$33.50

$47.75

Tandem Kayak

$20.75

$41.50

$59.25

Stand-up paddle (SUP)

$18

$33.50

$47.25

Stand-up paddle 6-8 places (SUP)

$28

$51

$72.25

Rowboat

$16

$32

$45.25

Electric motor

---

$25.25

$36.25

VÉLOS

1h

4h

DAY

Bike

$15.50

$31

$43.75

Fatbike

$22.25

$44.50

$63.50

Children Bike

$7.50

$15

$21.75

$11

$22

$31.50

AJOUTER
VOTRE
CODE QR
ANGLAIS

Family experience
Yippee, it’s absolutely free!
For young people 17 years
of age and under, access,
accommodations, and
equipment loans are
absolutely free of charge.
The offer varies from one
establishment to another.

NAUTICAL

Children Fatibke
Photo ID required. Taxes not included.

CONSERVE
FOR
TOMORROW
You recognize
this invader?
The common reed, this scrolling plant
to infinity during your long walks on
the highway, is the most exotic species
invasive of northeastern North America.
Its overabundance of competition local
species and threatens the balance
ecosystems. You will see on the site of
the park several areas where measures
control of the common reed are in
progress: mowing, cutting of the
rhizome, tarpaulin. All means are put to
contribution to fight against this prolific
plant, also called Phragmites australis.
Learn more by visiting our three
interpretation panels on the subject in
the park!

Gull with a ring?
You can see 6 species of gulls in the
park, the most common of which is the
ringbilled gull.
Since 2009, UQAM researchers have
tagged 14,000 ring-billed gulls in Quebec.
They attached to their paw a ring bearing
a unique code to identify them. Their goal:
to study the behavior of gulls.
The presence of many gulls can be a
source of nuisance for park users, in
particular because of the abundance of
their droppings which can deteriorate the
quality of the water and force the closure
of the beach. Overhead wires and scaring
measures are used by park wardens to
keep these birds away.

Yellow perch in decline in
the Choinière reservoir
In collaboration with the Ministry of
Forests, Wildlife and Parks, a follow-up
of the reservoir fish community is made
by the employees of the park. The yellow
perch experienced a significant decrease
in abundance in the last few years. To give
him a helping hand, if you're a fisherman,
learn about the right techniques catch and
release hooks without barbs!

It is also very important not to feed them.

Have you seen a gull wearing
a ring?
Report your sighting to:
goeland.uqam.ca

OUR
NATIONAL
PARKS

Protected territories offering
a connection to nature, for us
and for future generations.

5 good practices to adopt
• Refrain from feeding the animals
• Keep your distance when animal watching
• Stay on the trails
• Don’t collect natural elements (plants, dead wood…)
• Keep your right of access on hand at all times

Discover what’s
happening behind
the scenes Stars in your eyes,

birds songs in your ears... Dive into the
fascinating world of initiatives to protect
our natural treasures. (in French only)
sepaq.com/lenversdudecor

Photos: Julie Audet, Alexandra Côté-Durrer, Zoë Ipiña,
Pas de Roche, Alexandre Brousseau, Sébastien Larose,
Simon Clark, Beside, Dominique Viau, Rosaire Delorme.

Did you know?

Your access fee is 100% reinvested in the national parks. By paying
your fees, you are helping to protect this magnificent natural environment
and the flora and fauna found there. Thank you for your support!
sepaq.com/yamaska

